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A method is introduced to calculate for a model set of molecular levels the spectral line shapes 
expected for a variety of conventional laser experiments including absorption, hole burning, 
fluorescence line narrowing, and Raman scattering. The method allows the incident laser field to 
have arbitrary intensity. Furthermore, the effects of model Gaussian or Lorenzian 
inhomogeneous distributions are readily incorporated. Earlier results for a two-level system are 
easily obtained and new results are presented for inhomogeneously broadened two and three level 
systems, and for the effects of pure dephasing on the strong field spectra. In particular we have 
described the differences between fluorescence and Raman in strong fields, and the effect of strong 
fields on the spontaneous emission of inhomogeneously broadened transitions. Some predictions 
are made regarding line narrowing experiments in the strong-field limit. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Many different types of experiments using lasers are 
carried out in which the result of the interactions with the 
radiation can be well modeled by two or three level molecu-
lar systems coupled to near resonant light fields. Most of the 
resulting dynamical and spectroscopic effects are already 
understood in principle, yet there is no standard approach to 
multilevel problems. Different authors use different ap-
proximations and assumptions; some descriptions are valid 
for only weak fields, others for processes in the absence of 
dephasing effects, and others for only homogeneous systems. 
Clearly there is a need for a unified approach to such prob-
lems, particularly aimed at being useful to spectroscopists 
who will require an explicit formulation of line shapes, line 
positions, and intensities corresponding to the various dyna-
mical processes that can occur on excitation of sets of molec-
ular energy levels in light fields of arbitrary strengths. In this 
paper we describe such a general approach which can be 
applied in a straightforward manner to a wide variety of 
experiments currently possible with lasers. We confine the 
discussion to incoherent spectroscopies such as optical ab-
sorption, fluorescence, resonance Raman, fluorescence line 
narrowing, optical hole burning, and variants on these stan-
dard methods. The approach involves correlation function 
techniques and yields the incoherent spectra in terms of the 
steady state density matrix elements that are frequently used 
to describe coherent optical phenomena. The nonperturba-
tive method used for obtaining the density matrix has al-
ready proved useful in the discussion of strong field effects in 
nonlinear coherent spectroscopies. I 
Besides the rotating wave approximation (R W A), the 
standard technique for calculating the density matrix in-
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volves two further approximations: First, Markovian relaxa-
tion dynamics are assumed which means the correlation 
times of the bath states are shorter than those of the system 
or the inverse Rabi frequencies of the field. 2 This leads to 
exponential decay and Lorentzian line shapes in the weak 
field limit. Although the Markov approximation has proved 
very useful it cannot completely describe the processes re-
sponsible for the far wings of resonance lines. Methods to 
describe the relaxation more generally via higher order cor-
relation functions have been developed and reviewed recent-
ly.3 In this paper we will retain the Markov approximation 
and the results should be applicable to gaseous systems of 
low pressure of condensed systems at low temperatures. The 
second approximation involves the perturbative treatment 
of the external driving fields leading to a hierarchical order-
ing of the optical nonlinear responses in powers of the field 
strengths. This approximation certainly breaks down when 
the field is resonant with a transition whose width is smaller 
than the Rabi frequency of the field, since the perturbation 
series diverges in this case. In the following we will refer to 
such a situation as a strong field interaction, and we are in-
terested in nonperturbative solutions for the line shapes of 
such nonlinear spectra. 
Formulas similar or equivalent to some of the results 
that we will give in the following sections have already been 
given by other authors using different methods. Mollow 
thoroughly investigated the two-level case,4-7 and some 
three level situations have been discussed by Mollow,8,9 Mu-
kamel et al.,10-12 Cohen-Tannoudji et al.,13-15 Szoke and 
C rt 16,17 R b' 11819 d h ou ens, a 10 et a. ' an ot ers. Several papers 
were aimed at understanding the Raman and fluorescence 
line shapes in weak fields. 2°-25 We show here that in the 
multiple rotating reference frame all these situations can be 
described in a single, time independent notation. The calcu-
lations reduce to matrix inversions of dimension 2 X 2 or 
4 X 4, with these matrices being subproblems of a 9 X 9 ma-
trix given in our previous work. I This approach also ac-
counts for incoherent population transfer (feeding) effects 
not included in some of the above mentioned studies. 
There are several contributions to transition linewidths, 
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namely the homogeneous width, power broadening, and in-
homogeneous widths. While the first two are accounted for 
using previous methods, the latter require an average of the 
corresponding quantity over the distribution function of the 
inhomogeous ensemble. Depending on the location of singu-
larities of these characteristic quantities in the complex 
plane, the averaged spectrum can exhibit linewidths deter-
mined mainly by homogeneous relaxation parameters. Such 
so called line narrowing capabilities have been demonstrated 
for coherent nonlinear spectroscopies in the weak field limit 
such as CSRS and difference frequency generation. Here we 
extend the averaging method to strongly driven systems and 
study the predictions for incoherent spectroscopies that 
would correspond to fluorescence line narrowing and hole 
burning in the weak field limit. 
Emission and absorption are usually described semi-
classically from the work done by the polarization P of the 
medium on an infinitesimal probe field Es: 
[J = (aP E*). at S (1.1) 
The spectrum is found by evaluating Eq. (1.1) for each Four-
ier component: 
[J =llJ Im{P",.E!}. (1.2) 
The macroscopic polarization is then calculated in terms of 
the density matrix. In this semiclassical picture one can de-
scribe spontaneous emission as being stimulated by the black 
body zero-photon field at llJs .25 However this can give erro-
neous results when the lower molecular level of the transi-
tion is populated, i.e., the method predicts attenuation of the 
zero-photon field. A method that gives correct results both 
for spontaneous and stimulated processes employs correla-
tion functions of molecular transition operators. 
In Sec. II we show how such correlation functions can 
be evaluated in the multiple rotating frame approximation 
for arbitrary field strengths. Section III presents a general 
method to average these nonlinear spectra over Lorentzian 
or Gaussian inhomogenous distributions. Sections IV and V 
deal with applications to two- and three-level systems. 
II. CALCULATION OF CORRELATION FUNCTIONS IN 
THE FULLY RESONANT MULTILEVEL MODEL 
The spectrum of the emitted light under steady state 
conditions connected with the transition from an upper mo-
lecular levelljl) to a lower level Iv) is given by the Fourier 
transform of a correlation function G (t) (6): 
f+'" g(llJ) = _ '" dt eUu'G (t ). (2.1) 
For stimulated processes, this correlation function involves 
the commutator of the excitation and deexcitation operators 
a/lv = Iv) <JLI and aV/l = a!v' while the spontaneous process 
is described by the emission time ordering only26: 
Gst(t) = ([aV/l,a/lv(tl]), (2.2) 
Gsp(t) = (aV/la/lv(t). (2.3) 
The brackets in Eqs. (2.2) and (2.3) indicate averaging with 
the steady state density operator pO, e.g., 
(2.4) 
While the spontaneous spectrum gsp is always positive, the 
stimulated spectrum gst can have both positive and negative 
values, the later corresponding to absorption rather than 
emission. 
The a/lv(t) are readily found using a method of Lax27,28 
as applied by Mollow.4•8 Since the a/lV form a complete oper-
ator basis for any time, we can make the expansion: 
(2.5) 
The coefficients B/lv,CT'T are the matrix elements of the resol-
vent operator,29,30 a transformation operator in Liouville 
space, often called a tetradic matrix.3 It follows from Eq. 
(2.5) that only thejlv row of this matrix is needed. This fact is 
responsible for the facile implementation of our multirotat-
ing frame method, as will be seen later. Once the coefficients 
B/.Lv.f7T are found the correlation function is obtained by in-
serting Eq. (2.5) into Eqs. (2.2) and (2.3): 
Gst(t) = 2:{B/lv,uv(t )p~1' - Bl'v,f.la(t )p~u}' (2.6a) 
a 
(2.6b) 
CT 
Here we have used avl' acrr = aU/l6".,. following from the defi-
nitions and the orthogonality of the molecular eigenfunc-
tions. The steady state density matrix elements p~v must be 
evaluated in the absence of the signal field in both the sponta-
neous and the stimulated case. It is often easier to find the 
Laplace transform of the coefficients B 31: 
BL(s) = So'" e-stB (t )dt. (2.7) 
Replacing B (t ) with BL (s) in Eq. (2.6) will directly give the 
Laplace transform gL (s) of g(t). The Fourier transform and 
consequently the spectrum can be found without backtrans-
forming to the time domain by 
g(llJ) = 2 Re{gL( - illJ)} (2.8) 
which is a consequence of the relation G ( - t) = G *(t ). 
To find the coefficients of the B matrix we take the aver-
age ofEq. (2.5) according to Eq. (2.4): 
(2.9) 
aT 
The required coefficients are, therefore, the coefficients of 
the solution of the Liouville equation for the density opera-
tor. In our previous paper 1 we solved the Liouville equation 
in Laplace space: 
pL(S) = 8L(s).po, (2.10) 
where p = Up is the transformed density matrix in the rotat-
ing frame, and 8(s) is the inverse of the Liouville superopera-
tor (X - sl) in that frame. The transformation superoperator 
U has the matrix elements: 
U/lV,UT =61'a6vr exp(isl'vllJjt), (2.11) 
where llJj is the (positive) transformation frequency associat-
ed with the jlV level pair, and s/lV is the sign of 
llJ/lV = (E/l - Ev )/"'. 32 The relation between Eq. (2.10) and 
its counterpart in the fixed frame is found by application of 
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the transformation (2.11) to Eq. (2.9) followed by Laplace 
transformation. The result is 
L - L • B I'V.OT(S) = B I'V,OT(S + ISl'v(()j)' (2.12) 
This means, that for each row of the j L matrix in the rotat-
ing frame the argument is shifted by the same constant. For 
the spectrum [Eq. (2.8)] we need the coefficients B L ( - i(()j)' 
or jL [i((()j - (().)] = jL(iv).33 The final expressions for the 
spectra evaluated in the rotating frame are 
gst((().) = 2 Re{ ~ (j~v,ov(ivlo~1' - j~v'l'u(iVlo~)}, (2.13) 
{ 
- L • o} Psp ((().) = 2 Re ~B I'v,ov(lvloup . 
If (()j is not already defined by the ingoing field frequencies, 
we may identify it with (()s' i.e., evaluate jL (0). This is the 
situation in all of the three-level cases discussed later. In the 
two-level case (()j is assigned to (() L, and consequently 
V=(()L -(()s' 
III. AVERAGE OVER INHOMOGENOUS DISTRIBUTIONS 
For an inhomogeneously broadened system modeled by 
a static distribution of energies the density matrix must be 
averaged over the corresponding distribution function. The 
averaged density matrix may then be used to calculate coher-
ent as well as incoherent spectra of the inhomogneously 
broadened system. This will account for hole burning and 
fluorescence line narrowing in the incoherent case, and for 
line narrowing effects in coherent spectroscopies such as 
CSRS or difference frequency generation.34 Below we give a 
general method to calculate such averages for systems sub-
ject to light fields of arbitrary strength using two types of 
model distribution functions, namely Lorentzians and 
Gaussians. In the limit of weak light fields the expressions 
reduce to those known from the perturbative treatment of 
the fields. The distribution function is in general (N - 1) di-
mensional for an N level system, but can be reduced to a one 
dimensional problem under the assumption that all energy 
shifts are correlated. This is valid in the case of a Doppler 
broadened system, but not necessarily in glasses or crys-
tals.3.5 The two-dimensional problem for the three-level sys-
tem could be solved by a two-step averging procedure similar 
to the one discussed in Ref. 34. This would require a numeri-
cal integration in the second step for Gaussian model func-
tions. 
As will be seen later the functions to be averaged are 
always of the form: 
fIx) = h (x)/g(x), (3.1) 
where x is the inhomogeneous distribution parameter and h 
and g are polynomials with no common linear factors. In all 
cases to be encountered g is of higher order in x than h, and 
alln zeroesPj ofg are different. Thus thefunctionf(x) can be 
expanded in partial fractions around these first order poles: 
n 
f(x) = ICj(X-pj)-I. 
j= 1 
The coefficients are found via 
Cj = h (Pj) II (Pj - Pk ) - 1 
k¥j 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
which is easily adapted to numerical evaluation. Averaging 
the expression (3.2) over a Lorentzian distribution with 
width 2b yields 
n 
(f)L = - Icjsj(ib+sjpj)-I, 
j=1 
(3.4) 
where Sj = sign [Im(p J)] • The average over a Gaussian with 
variance b yields 
(f)G = i~1T/2b -I I CjSj(()(Sjp/.fi]i). 
j= 1 
(3.5) 
Here w denotes the complex error function and sJ is defined 
as above. For numerical evaluation, tables of w as well as 
sufficiently accurate approximation formulas are avail-
able.36 Thus the inhomogeneous averaging is reduced to 
finding the poles off (x), i.e., the roots of g(x). In the applica-
tions dealt with in this paper, as well as in all other situations 
involving only one strong field, the denominator polynomial 
g(x) is a product of terms quadratic in x. Therefore all the 
poles can be found analytically. 
IV. THE TWO-LEVEL SYSTEM 
The line shape functions for absorption and emission in 
a homogeneous two-level system are well known from Mol-
low's work5•6 and have been discussed frequently in different 
theoretical frameworks. We briefly rederive these spectral 
functions to demonstrate our time independent method and 
pass then to the discussion of inhomogeneous ensembles. In 
accordance with the nomenclature of our previous work l we 
labelthe upperlevellb ) and the lowerlevella) as schemati-
cally shown in Fig. l(a). An external light field with frequen-
cy (()L and Rabi frequency W = !-labEL is driving the system 
close to resonance, and the signal field frequency (()s is also 
(a) 
} I: 
(b) (e) (d) 
(e) (1) (g) 
FIG. 1. Possible combinations of driving and signal fields in fully resonant 
two-level and three-level systems. The right-hand sideshows the numbering 
convention for the transformation frequencies Wi' For example, to calculate 
case (b), W3 is identified with w" and WI with WL - W,. 
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close to resonance. The Liouville equation of motion for the 
excitation operators iiJ.'v in the rotating frame and in the 
absence ofthe signal field is [see Eq. (31) of Ref. 1]: 
[ 
S - rbb iW· - iW ] [iiaa(s)] 
o rbb + s - iW· iW iibb(S) 
iW - iW i..1ab + S 0 iiab(S) 
- iW· iW· 0 - i..1:b + S iiba(S) 
= [;]. (4.1) 
aab 
ii~ 
Here ..1ab = Wab + WL - irab with rab and rbb being the 
inverse T2 and Tl relaxation parameters, respectively. Inver-
sion of this 4 X 4 Liouvillian matrix gives the required 'iJL 
coefficients, of which only the following three are necessary: 
'iJta,aa(S) = - W(rbb +S)(..1ab -is)/[s.D(s)], 
'iJta,bb(S) = - W{rbb -S)(..1ab -is)/·[s.D(s)], (4.2) 
'iJta,ba(S) = [2W2 + i{rbb +S)(..1ab - is)]/D(s), 
with 
D (s) = (rbbS)(..1ab - is)(..1 :b + is) + 4W2(rab + s), 
The steady state density matrix is 
P~a = (rbb..1 ab..1:b - 2W2r ab )/D (0), 
P~b = 2w2rab/D(0), (4.3) 
P~b = - Wrbb..1 :b/D(O). 
With these coefficients set into Eq. (2.13) one obtains directly 
the expressions for the spontaneous and stimulated emission 
and absorption line shapes: 
gsdws) = 2 Re{[(..1 ab + v)(v - irbb)rbb..1ab..1:b + 2W2r bb 
X..1 :b2 ]I[D (O).D(s)],} 
gsp(Ws) = 2 Re{[{rbb + iV)(..1ab + V)(rbb..1:b - 2rabV) 
+ 4ivrab W]/[D(O)D(iv).(iv + E)l}. 
(4.4) 
Equations (4.4) give the exact (RWA) result for a two-level 
system interacting with a light field of arbitrary strength. 37 
To perform the average over an inhomogeneously 
broadened ensemble, ..1ab is replaced by ..1ab + x, where Wab 
now refers to the center frequency of the inhomogeneous 
distribution W~b' The poles needed for the partial fraction 
expansion are then found as the zeros of D (iv) and D (0). This 
yields 
D (iv) = (rbb + iV)(..1ab + v + x)(..1 :b - v + x) 
+ 4W2{rab + iv) = 0, 
Pt,2 = - W~b - WL ± {(v - irabf - 4W2{rab + iv)/ 
(4.5) 
{rbb + iV)}l12, (4.6) 
P3,4 = - W~b - WL ± irab·(1 + 4w2/rabrbb)1/2. 
A. Spontaneous spectra: Fluorescence and Rayleigh 
scattering 
Figures 2-6 show various line shape characteristics for 
spontaneous processes in two-level systems. When there is 
no pure dephasing, i.e., rbb = 2rab , spectral line shapes for 
increasing strength of the driving light field are given in Fig. 
2 with the driving field on resonance. In the weak field limit 
only a sharp Rayleigh scattering spike is present, which with 
increasing field strength broadens and developes two side-
bands at W L ± 2 W. When the pump beam is detuned from 
resonance (Fig. 3) the spectrum remains symmetric with re-
spect to the pump frequency, but the intensity ratio of the 
center band to the sidebands may vary considerably. In par-
ticular the sidebands can become more intense than the cen-
ter band. The introduction of pure dephasing drastically 
changes this picture. Even in the weak field limit the emis-
sion line is broad with width rab and centered at W~b not at 
WL (Fig. 4). This is the expected behavior of fluorescence 
rather than Rayleigh scattering. With increasing pump field 
strength again a three line pattern evolves, but the intensities 
are no longer symmetric, the lines closer to Wab being en-
hanced with respect to the others. In the strong field limit the 
center peak moves to WL as would be typical for a Raman-
type scattered spectrum. Figures 5 and 6 show the spectra 
stimulated for a broad inhomogeneous distribution of Gaus-
sian shape without and with pure dephasing, respectively. 
The spectra are very similar to the spectra of the correspond-
ing homogeneous systems. Detuning the driving field from 
the center of the inhomogeneous distribution has however, 
only the effect of shifting the whole spectrum as long as the 
detuning is smaller than the inhomogeneous width. In sum-
mary, the fluorescence spectrum is found to be line narrowed 
even in the case of strong driving light fields. From the inten-
sity ratio, widths, and separations of the resulting three band 
spectra the molecular parameters rab,r ~b (the pure dephas-
ing contribution), and J.tab could be extracted. 
c 
o 
VI 
.~ 
E 
w 
VI 
:J 
o 
CIJ 
c 
2 
c 
o 
a. 
(/) 
10 
FIG. 2. Line shape simulation for the spontaneous emission spectra in a 
strongly driven two-level system. Paramete(S are rob = 1, r bb = 2 (no pure 
dephasing) and d = ll.lL - ll.l .. = 0 (no detuning ofthe pump field). Wis the 
Rabi frequency of the driving field. All lines are normalized to their maxi-
mum height, but the elastic Rayleigh peak cutoff. (A value of 10-4 was used 
for E, for details see the text.) 
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FIG. 3. Same as Fig. 2, but with the pump detuned by d = 5 (Ref. 45). 
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FIG. 4. Same as Fig. 3, but with rbb = 1. rab now contains 50% pure de-
phasing. 
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FIG. 5. Same as Fig. 2, but for a Gaussian inhomogeneous distribution with 
u=50. 
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U) 
FIG. 6. Same as Fig. 5, but with rbb = 1. 
B. Absorption and stimulated emission 
10 
The spectra for the stimulated process behave quite dif-
ferently to field variations. In Fig. 7 the absorption spectrum 
is shown for the same conditions used in Fig. 2 for the spon-
taneous case: No pure dephasing, on resonance excitation, 
and no inhomogeneous distribution. For weak driving field 
the conventional Lorentzian absorption line is produced, 
which broadens and splits for increasing field. For even 
higher fields "negative" peaks develop between these two 
absorption lines. These describe amplification of the signal 
wave and, consequently, stimulated emission takes place at 
these points in the spectrum. With the pump frequency de-
tuned from resonance the spectrum becomes unsymmetric 
as shown in Fig. 8. In the region closer to the (/Jab resonance 
the absorption is enhanced, while at the opposite end of the 
spectrum the emission peak builds up. The spectra of both 
detuned and on-resonance driven systems remain essentially 
unaltered when pure dephasing is introduced, in sharp con-
trast with the fluorescence case. Spectra for the inhomogen-
eously averaged are given in Fig. 9. They are not influenced 
fI 
c 
0 
a. .... 
0 
III 
10 .c 
« 
FIG. 7. Absorption spectrum for a strongly driven two-level system. Pa-
rameters are the same as in Fig. 2: rab = I, rbb = 2, and d = O. 
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c 
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-a. ... 
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10 
FIG. 8. Same as Fig. 7, but with the driving field detuned by d = 5. 
by detuning or the presence of pure dephasing. For W = 0 
the absorption reflects the broad inhomogeneous band. 
Small values of W will burn a Lorentzian hole in this shape 
which will broaden and split with increasing field strength. 
The sample will become essentially transparent in the region 
cu L - 2 W to cu L + 2 W, since the emission and absorption 
contributions of different subsets ofthe inhomogeneous dis-
tribution cancel in this range. No net stimulated emission is 
expected according to this analysis. 
V. THREE LEVEL SYSTEMS 
All three level problems reduce to the inversion of a 
2 X 2 matrix that couples a/J.v via the strong field to another 
transition operator. Six cases arise depending on whether the 
lower or the upper level of the transition J-l-W couples to the 
strong light field, and whether the third level lies below, 
between or above the emitting/absorbing level pair J-lV. All 
these 2 X 2 problems are easily found as submatrices of the 
full Liouvillian matrix for the three level system, which is 
given in Eq. (34) of Ref. 1. Figure 1 gives a schematic repre-
c 
o 
a. ... 
o 
'" .0 
« 
FIG. 9. Absorption spectrum of a strongly driven two-level system having a 
Gaussian inhomogeneous distribution. Parameters are: rab = 1, rbb = 1, 
d = 0, and u = 50. 
sentation of these six situations. In the following we will 
discuss two of these in detail. 
A. Fluorescence and resonance Raman spectra 
The level system under consideration is pictured in Fig. 
lIb). The strong light field drives the ac level pair and emis-
sion is observed near resonant with the cb transition. The 
2 X 2 problem takes the explicit form: 
i(.:i te W*) (~eb) = (~~b). (5.1) 
W - .:iab aab aab 
From the inverted matrix BL we need two elements, namely, 
Beb,eb = i.:iab(.:iab.:i te + W 2)-I, 
Beb,ab = iW*(.:iab.:i te + W2)-I. (5.2) 
The steady state density matrix has been given in our pre-
vious work l in Eq. 48: 
P~e = 2w2rae/rccD2' 
P~b = 2w2raereb/rbbrccD2' 
P~e = - W.:i :JD2' (5.3) 
D2 = .:iac.:i:c + qW2, 
q = 2rae (2rbb + rcb)/rbbrcc ' 
Setting Eqs. (5.2) and (5.3) into (2.13) yields for the spontane-
ous emission spectrum: 
qsp(cus) = 2W2·Im {(.:i:e - 2.:iab/r cc)/ 
(.:iab.:i t + W2)}/D2' 
Equation (5.4) can be written in the form: 
qsp(cus ) = 2W2·Im {xRRS + XF} 
with the definitions: 
XRRS =.:i:e D 2- 1(.:iab.:i te + W 2)-I, 
(5.4) 
(5.5) 
XF = - 2.:iabr ae r e-; 1 D 2- I(.:iab.:i te + W2)-I. (5.6) 
Expressed in these quantities, the stimulated emission spec-
trum has the form: 
qst(cus ) = 2W2 Im{xRRs + XF(1 - reb/rbb)}' (5.7) 
where reb is the rate of population feeding from state Ic) to 
Ib). The SUbscripts RRS and F are intended to denote the 
resonance Raman and fluorescence contribution. The use-
fulness of this partitioning is seen directly on expanding 
XRRS and XF in powers of W 2. The lowest order terms are 
X~RS = (.:iae.:iab.:i te)-I, 
X~ = - 2racr e; I(.:iae.:i:e.:i t)-I. (5.8) 
These are the same results that Shen obtained via a perturba-
tion expression of the density matrix to third order in the 
applied and generated fields25 using the semiclassical for-
mula (1.2). It seems natural to transfer his identification of 
the RRS and F parts to the corresponding terms with arbi-
trary field strength in Eq. (5.6). The RRS, thus defined, ori-
ginates from the coherence P~e multiplied by Beb,ab' while the 
fluorescence part is determined by the population P~e for the 
spontaneous emission and the population difference 
P~c - P~b for the stimulated emission, multiplied by B cb,eb' 
Before discussing line shapes we briefly address the in-
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homogeneous averaging procedure for the three-level sys-
tem. The spectral function for a subset of the inhomogeneous 
distribution characterized by the parameter x is found by 
replacing: 
-"ab--"ab + x, 
(5.9) 
-"be--"be + f3x, 
where f3 = a-I. This is a fully correlated model for the 
distribution. All denominators in all the six possible cases 
will be of the general form: (-" 1 + UX)(-"2 + Vx) + A. Conse-
quently the poles are found directly as 
PI,2 = - (2UV)-1 
X {v-" 1 + U-"2 ± [(v-" 1 - U-"2)2 - 4uvA ] liZ}. 
(5.10) 
Line shapes for various values of the system parameters are 
simulated in Figs. 10--12. In all cases the ingoing field fre-
quency was set detuned from the (J)ea center frequency by an 
amount d = (J)L - (J)ea since this allows for spectral distinc-
tion of Raman and fluorescence contributions in certain si-
tuations. With no inhomogeneous distribution present the 
weak field limit [Eq. (5.8)] predicts a fluorescence line with 
width F be peaked at (J)s = (J)eb and a Raman line at 
(J)s = (J) L - (J)ba = (J)eb + d and with width F ab • The Raman 
term also contains the r be resonance at (J)eb but with negative 
sign factor. In the absence of pure dephasing both these r be 
resonances in F and RRS cancel out and only the Fab Raman 
resonance is seen: 
X~RS + X~ = (-"ae-" :e-"ab)-I 
X {I + i(F ~ - F ~e - r ~b)l -" t 
- 2r~e-"ab/ree-" t}. (5.11) 
In other words, a peak at the fluorescence resonance fre-
quency is dependent on the existence of pure dephasing only 
if the perturbation expansion is terminated at third order. 
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FIG. 10. Spontaneous emission spectra of the Ic)-+Ib ) transition in a three 
levelsystem. The strong field pumps the 10 )-+Ic) transition with a detuning 
d = W L - Weo = 10. Linewidth parameters are rob = 1, roe = 0.001, 
r be = 1.001, rbb = 2,r cc = 0.002 corresponding to the absence of pure de-
phasing. A small Gaussian inhomogeneous distribution with q = 0.05 and 
a = 2isassumed. Thefrequenciesw, = W~b andws = W L - w~ are marked 
as WF (fluorescence) and W R (Raman). 
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FIG. 11. Same as Fig. 10, but with a pure dephasing contribution F' = 0.01 
added to all three linewidth parameters. 
This corresponds to the case W -0 simulated in Fig. 10. 
With increasing Wour nonperturbative treatment generates 
a second resonance which originates in the frequency region 
where the fluorescence peak is expected. These two reson-
ances drift apart from each other, nearly linearly with in-
creasing W. The linewidths of both lines are mixtures of Fab 
and r DC' Loosely speaking the new resonance originating at 
(J)s = (J)eb could be called "power induced fluorescence" in 
analogy to the "pure dephasing induced fluorescence" dis-
cussed above. Comparable effects of high laser power on the 
coherent generation of light were recently discussed by a 
number of authors. 1,3_3 
The effect of pure dephasing is demonstrated in Fig. 11. 
With the pure dephasing parameter equal for all level pairs 
and only 1% oftherab andFbe parameters, the fluorescence 
at (J)s = (J)eb becomes much stronger than the Raman scatter-
ing in contrast to the situation to the situation described in 
Fig. 10. Increasing the Rabi frequency of the driving field 
again shifts these resonances apart, but now it is the Raman 
peak that grows in relative intensity. 
Figure 12 gives the result expected for a broad Gaussian 
inhomogeneous distribution. When the inhomogeneous 
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FIG. 12. Same as Fig. 10, but with the Gaussian inhomogeneous distribu-
tion broadened to q = SO. 
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width is much larger than all homogeneous width param-
eters, the ensemble average of the perturbative result [Eq. 
(5.8)] predicts a single resonance atws - Web = (a - 1)d la. 
The width is a weighted average of the fluorescence (Feb) and 
Raman (Fab) widths with the correlation factor a as scaling 
factor. For a = 2 the line falls exactly between the expected 
positions for Raman scattering and fluorescence. With in-
creasing strength of the driving light field this line broadens 
and finally splits into two unsymmetrical lines with broad 
wings. Nearly the same pattern is obtained with or without 
pure dephasing. The emission in this case cannot always be 
specified as either fluorescence line narrowing or line nar-
rowed resonance Raman scattering: For vanishing pure de-
phasing only Raman type terms contribute to the ensemble 
average, however with pure dephasing either the fluores-
cence or Raman contributions could dominate the spectrum 
of most subsets. In general the linewidth is a function of both 
the fluorescence and Raman widths. Analytic expressions 
for the line narrowed widths can be found performing the 
average with a Lorentzian distribution.34 In the limit of weak 
field and no pure dephasing, a linewidth for the emission line 
of 
F=Fab + FaJa 
is expected when a > O. The line pOSItion is 
Ws = W L - Wba - (WL - weal/a. In the presence of pure de-
phasing additional contributions arise at the same frequency 
but having widths: 
F=Fbe +(I-a}FaJa. 
The total line contains several terms and also cross products, 
but the sharpest contribution is expected to dominate the 
spectrum. In our example Fab ::::::F be> Fae , so that the spectra 
have very nearly the homogeneous Raman and fluorescence 
linewidths. 
B. Saturation-type hole burning (non-photochemical) 
We consider now the situation in which the ab level pair 
is driven by a strong light field and the a~ transition spec-
trum is probed. [Fig. l(c)]. The two coefficients B ~a.ea and 
B ~a.eb are found by solving the equation: 
i(.J !e 
-w 
- ~*)(~ea) = (~~a). 
.J be aeb aeb 
(5.12) 
The steady state density matrix elements are those for the 
two-level system already given in Eq. (4.3). According to Eq. 
(2.13) the spontaneous emission is proportional to P~e which 
is identically zero. Therefore only the stimulated spectrum 
exists and is found to be 
gst(w,) = 1m {[.J t(.Jab.J!b + 2W2FablFbb) 
- W 2.J!b] D(O)-I·(.J!'e.J t - W2)-I}. 
(5.13) 
For the inhomogeneous distribution we make the same sub-
stitutions ofEq. (5.9) as in the previous section. The simulat-
ed absorption spectra are given in Figs. 13-15. In a homo-
geneous system the absorption line is Lorentzian in the weak 
field limit W = 0, but broadens and finally splits into two 
line increasing Rabi frequency of the driving field (Fig. 13). 
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FIG. 13. Absorption spectrum of the la}-Ie} transition of a three level 
system with the la}-Ib } transition pumped by a strong field. The detuning 
is d = (UL - (Uba = 0.1, the linewidth parameters are rob = 0.001, 
r be = 1.001, rac = I, rbb = 0.002, r IT = 2 corresponding to no pure de-
phasing. A small inhomogeneous contribution of Gaussian shape is includ-
ed with a = 0.5, U = 0.5. 
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FIG. 14. Same as Fig. 13, but with the detuning set to d = 5. 
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FIG. 15. Sarne as Fig. 14, but with a pure dephasing contributionr' = 0.01 
added to all three linewidth parameters rab,rac> and r be' 
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FIG. 16. Same as Fig. 14, but with the inhomogeneous distribution broad-
ened to u = 50. 
Adding a pure dephasing contribution of the same amount 
as in the fluorescence case in the previous section does not 
significantly alter these line shapes. With the driving field 
detuned the splitting of the line is unsymmetrical as shown in 
Fig. 14, and the sideband is significantly enhanced by the 
dephasing (Fig. 15). 
Convolution with a broad inhomogeneous distribution 
presents a completely different line shape pattern: Without 
the driving field the absorption band just reproduces the 
broad inhomogeneous distribution function, in our case a 
Gaussian (Fig. 16). With the driving field switched on, a hole 
developed in this broad absorption line shape at 
(J)s - (J)eb = (1 - ajd la, whered is the detuning of the driv-
ing field frequency from the center of the inhomogeneous 
distribution. With increasing W this hole broadens, but does 
not split into two "negative lines" as occurred in the two 
level case (Fig. 9). The inclusion of pure dephasing contribu-
tions to the relaxation parameters results in significant addi-
tional broadening of this hole but no new features arise. 
VI. SUMMARY 
In the present paper we have introduced a simple meth-
od to derive formulas and simulated line shapes for many 
types of noncoherent spectroscopies of systems under the 
influence of strong optical driving fields. Some of the results 
have been given before by other authors, but we believe the 
present approach to be particularly useful and generally ap-
plicable. In addition we give a general procedure to average 
all these spectra over inhomogeneously broadened distribu-
tions. Explicit formulas for Gaussian and Lorentzian distri-
bution functions are given. This allows for modeling of flu-
orescence line narrowing, line narrowed resonance Raman, 
and non photochemical hole burning situations. The same 
procedure can however, be used to perform the ensemble 
average for coherent spectroscopies like CARS, CSRS, sum, 
and difference frequency generation in strongly driven sys-
tems, for which formulas of the homogeneous spectra have 
been given recently.! The model can be further extended by 
adding rate equations connecting the populations to other 
levels not directly coupled to the light fields, thus incorpor-
ating photochemistry, ionization, or bottleneck bath 
states.44 
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